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Abstract
Background: Between 30 and 50% of colon tumors have mutations in the Kirsten-ras (KRAS) gene, which have a
large nutritional attributable risk. Despite its high frequency in colorectal cancer (CRC), data to support specific
associations between KRAS mutations in CRC and diet are sparse. Here, we conducted a systematic review to
summarize the current epidemiological evidence on the association between various dietary factors and KRAS
mutations.
Methods: PubMed, Science Direct, and Cochrane databases were searched for relevant studies published until
December 31, 2019, using inclusion and exclusion criteria in accordance with PRISMA guidelines. We analyzed the
studies to find associations between nutritional factors and CRC tumors with KRAS mutations in humans.
Results: We identified 28 relevant studies to include in this systematic review. In-depth analyses showed unclear
associations between nutritional factors and KRAS mutations in CRC. Most epidemiological studies in the same
nutrient or food often reported conflicting and/or inconclusive findings, whereas for some dietary factors, the
results were homogeneous.
Conclusions: Further research using a more robust prospective cohort study is needed to lend more credence to
the epidemiological associations found between KRAS mutations and dietary factors.
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Background
Colorectal cancer (CRC), which usually presents as colorectal adenocarcinoma, is the third most commonly diagnosed cancer and the second most deadly cancer
worldwide [1]. Both mutations and epigenetic modifications in oncogenes and tumor suppressor genes lead to
the development of cancer [2, 3]. In CRC, the key genes
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include TP53 (tumor protein 53), APC (adenomatous
polyposis coli), and KRAS (Kristen rat sarcoma) [4].
Of the key genes, KRAS mutations are the most widely
known, as they are mainly localized in codons 12 and
13, which were among the first linked to the pathogenesis of colon cancer, and have been found in about 42,
6% of CRC cases worldwide [5–7].
Because KRAS mutations are recognized as an early
event in colorectal carcinogenesis, and are associated
with a worse prognosis and resistance to cetuximab
therapy [5, 8], they may be helpful in screening and early
diagnosis of CRC [9]. Furthermore, KRAS mutations play
an important role in targeted therapy response [10].
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Clinical trials have revealed that patients with wild-type
KRAS (KRAS−) had better clinical response in terms of
prolonged median progression-free survival and overall
response rates compared with those with mutant KRAS
(KRAS+) [11, 12].
Despite the frequency of KRAS mutations in CRC, data
on their etiology are sparse, and their occurrence and
persistence have been blamed on many risk factors. Although heredity may play a role, a history of exposure to
environmental risk factors, including dietary factors, has
also been suggested [13]. In fact, there is an interaction
of cell molecular changes and environmental factors,
with a great contribution of diet components [14].
Therefore, epidemiological studies have been conducted
to study possible relationships between known or suspected nutritional factors related to the risk of CRC and
the occurrence and persistence of KRAS mutations. Biologically plausible mechanistic studies in vitro models
[15, 16], or in animal models of CRC [17, 18] have also
been conducted to understand how nutritional factors
may influence the risk of mutation.
Here, we conducted a systematic review to summarize
the current epidemiological evidence on the relationship
between various dietary factors and KRAS mutations on
human populations. Understanding how KRAS mutations arise in colorectal tumors may provide valuable
clues for prevention strategies.

Methods
Search strategy

The search was conducted in accordance with the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and MetaAnalyses (PRISMA) guidelines for systematic reviews [19]
to identify studies reporting associations between nutritional factors and KRAS mutations in CRC worldwide.
We conducted an exhaustive search for English literature studies in the PubMed (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.
gov/), Cochrane (www.thecochranelibrary.com), and
ScienceDirect (https://www.sciencedirect.com) databases.
The main search terms included “nutritional factors” or
“nutrition” or “nutrient” or “diet” or “aliment” or “food”
AND “KRAS mutation” or “Kirsten rat sarcoma” or “Kras” or “Ki-ras” or “KRAS2” or“K-ras2” or “Ki-ras2” AND
“colorectal cancer” or “colorectal carcinoma” or “colon” or
“rectum.” To avoid missing any articles, the search was
cast more widely, with references of included articles also
individually checked. All identified studies published until
December 31, 2019 were considered.
Inclusion and exclusion criteria

Studies were included if they explored the association
between nutritional factors and CRC tumor with KRAS
mutations in human subjects. We excluded experimental
studies on human or animal cells and studies of KRAS
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mutations in other types of cancer. Only observational
studies were included (case series, case-control, and cohort studies).
Data extraction

All identified studies were independently reviewed by
two authors for relevance of the inclusion/exclusion criteria. The two authors extracted specific data from each
study, including the name of the first author, country,
study design, number of participants, year of publication,
exposure and confounding factors, specific characteristics and outcomes, main findings, and effects.
Quality assessment

The quality of the included studies was assessed using
PRISMA guidelines [19]. Study quality was assessed according the following criteria: accuracy and validity of
the questions (answers per evidence) and the representability of the studied population. Study quality was also
assessed according to the strength of the findings in relation to type of study design (level) and the study’s methodological weaknesses (the biases and limitations of each
study) [20].

Results
The literature search identified 2274 studies. After exclusion of duplicate studies from PubMed, Cochrane,
and ScienceDirect searches, and after stepwise exclusion
of research outside the scope of our review (mostly laboratory and animal studies, research involving other
cancers, and studies focused on cancer treatment or survival), only 41 studies remained for further in-depth analysis through reading of the full text. Thirteen articles
were excluded because they were experimental studies
on human or animal, or in vitro studies, or bibliographic
synthesis studies. This resulted in 28 original studies
published between 1997 and 2019 for inclusion in our
systematic review. The PRISMA diagram for the systematic review process is shown in Fig. 1.
The quality assessment of selected studies is presented
in Table 1. The included studies in the current systematic review have an acceptable quality assessment. Nearly
two thirds of them were large cohort or large case control studies.
Among 28 articles included for review, 12 studies were
case cohort studies, 12 were case-control studies, 3 were
case series studies, and 1 was a case report study. All
studies had an objective of determining a link between
known or suspected nutritional factors for CRC and
KRAS mutations. Some articles investigated a single type
of diet, whereas some tackled multiple ones. Investigated
dietary factors included meat, fruits and vegetables, fiber,
dairy products, coffee and tea, acrylamide foods, alcoholic beverages, and organochlorine compounds, as well
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Fig. 1 Flow diagram of process of systematic literature search in accordance with PRISMA guidelines

as numerous nutrients, including vitamins (A, B1, B2,
B6, B9, B12, D, E), calcium, animal protein, heme iron,
and fat. Table 2 summarizes the main findings, and the
sections below summarize the most relevant findings for
each of the foods and nutrients studied (arranged in alphabetical order).

and 62,573 women), and 733 CRC cases which were
available for the molecular analysis, within the
Netherlands Cohort Study on diet and cancer, reported
that acrylamide intake was positively associated with risk
of CRC, with activating KRAS mutations among men
but not among women [25].

Associations between foods and KRAS mutational status
Acrylamide foods

Alcoholic beverages

Acrylamide, which is present in heat-treated
carbohydrate-rich foods such as coffee, fried/baked potatoes, and bakery goods, has been classified by the International Agency for Research on Cancer as a probable
human carcinogen (group 2A) [49]. One study of the 28
included in our analysis focused on the link between
KRAS mutations and acrylamide. This 7.3-year follow-up
case-cohort analysis of 120,852 participants (58,279 men,

On the basis of a Case cohort study embedded in the
Netherlands Cohort Study on diet and cancer (NLCS),
Bongaerts et al., concluded that alcohol intake did not
affect KRAS mutation status [35] but they reported a
positive association with beer drinking. However, Stattery’s study shows a positive association between high
level of alcohol and tumors harboring KRAS mutations
[44]. Finally, Two case series studies found no association [31, 47].
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Two large
prospective
cohort studies:
Nurses’ Health
Study (NHS),
1980–2012) and
Health
Professionals
Follow-up Study
(HPFS), (1986–
2012).

Two ongoing
prospective
cohort studies:
the Nurses’
Health Study
(NHS) (1980–
2010), and the
Health
Professionals
Follow-up Study
(HPFS) (1986–
2010).

Two ongoing
cohorts, the
Health
Professionals
Follow-up Study
(HPFS) and the
Nurses’ Health
Study (NHS).

He et al., 2019
[21]

Keum et al.,
2019 [22]

Mehta et al.,
2017 [23]

Carr et al., 2017 Case–control
[24]
study

Study Design

Author, Year,
and Reference

- 2449 cases
and 2479
controls.

USA:
- 137,217
- NHS: 11 US States. participants
- HPFS: 50 US
(47,449 men
and 89,768
states.
women).
- 1285 tumors
for KRAS
mutation
status.

Southwest of
Germany

Ethnicity

Unspecified

Unspecified

Unspecified

- A total of
Unspecified
138,793
participants
were
included: 90,
869 from the
NHS and 47,
924 from the
HPFS.
- 1337 cases
with data for
KRAS
Mutation.

Sample size

USA:
- 88,506
- NHS: 11 US States. women and
- HPFS: 50 US
47,733 men.
states.
- 853 colon
cancer cases.

USA:
- Nurses’ Health
Study (NHS): 11
US States
(California,
Connecticut,
Florida, Maryland,
Massachusetts,
Michigan, New
Jersey, New York,
Ohio,
Pennsylvania, and
Texas).
- Health
Professionals
Follow-up Study
(HPFS): 50 US
states.

Country and
Setting

Table 2 Main results of included studies

Associations of
red and
processed meat
intake with major
molecular
pathological .

Western and
prudent dietary
patterns and risk
of CRC.

Calcium intake
and colon cancer
risk subtypes by
tumor molecular
characteristics.

Dietary intake of
fiber, whole
grains and risk of
colorectal cancer.

Main Focus

Red and
processed meat
(frequency: times/
day).

Western and
prudent dietary
patterns score.

Total calcium
intake (mg/day).

- Total fiber (per
5 g/day)
- Cereal fiber (per
5 g/day)
- Fruit fiber (per
5 g/day)
- Vegetable fiber
(per 5 g/day)
- Whole grain
(per 20 g/day).

Relevant
Exposures

Age, sex, school
- Group I:
education, BMI, family
KRAS+
history of colorectal
- Group II:
cancer, history of large– KRASbowel endoscopy,
participation in health
checkup, smoking, ever

Age, sex, CRC family
- Group I:
history, history of
KRAS+
previous lower
- Group II:
gastrointestinal
KRASendoscopy, smoking,
body mass index,
physical activity, NSAID,
and total caloric intake.

Positive association
with higher red and
processed meat intake
and KRAS mutation (OR
> 1 time/day vs ≤ 1
time/week: 1.49, 95% CI
1.09–2.03).

No association with
tumors harboring KRAS
mutation.

No association

- Group I:
KRAS+
- Group II:
KRAS-

Age, questionnaire
cycle, sex; Caucasian
(yes vs. no), family
history of colorectal
cancer, history of
sigmoidoscopy/
colonoscopy, regular
aspirin use, smoking,
BMI, physical activity,
25-hydroxyvitamin D
scores, intakes of energy, alcohol, red and
processed meat and
folate.

Main Findings and
Effects
No association

Comparison
Groups

Age, family history of
- Group I:
CRC, history of lower
KRAS+
gastrointestinal
- Group II:
endoscopy, smoking,
KRASbody mass index,
physical activity, alcohol
intake, regular aspirin
use, regular
multivitamin use, total
folate intake, calcium
intake, vitamin D intake,
glycemic load,
processed red meat
intake, hormone use.

Confounder Factors
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Two cohorts, the USA:
- 140,418
Health
- NHS: 11 US States. participants.
Professionals
- HPFS: 50 US
- 1059
Follow-up Study
states.
incident CRC
(HPFS) and the
cases with
Nurses’ Health
tumor
Study (NHS)
molecular
(1986–2008).
data.

Cohort Study
Netherlands (204
initiated in
municipalities with
September 1986. computerized
population
registries).

Gilsing et al.,
2013 [27]

Unspecified

Unspecified

Ethnicity

- Case subjects Unspecified
were
enumerated
from the
entire cohort
(120,852 men
and women).
- the
accumulated
person years
of the entire
cohort
were
estimated
from a
random
subcohort of
5000 men and
women.
- 733 CRC
cases were
available for
the
molecular

- 120,852
participants
(58,279 men
+ 62,573
women)
- Subcohort
(n = 5000)
- 733 CRC
cases were
available for
the
molecular
analysis.

Jung et al.,
2014 [26]

Netherlands (204
municipalities with
computerized
population
registries).

Case cohort
study
embedded in
the Netherlands
Cohort Study on
diet and cancer
(NLCS).

Sample size

Hogervorst
et al., 2014 [25]

Country and
Setting

Study Design

Author, Year,
and Reference

Table 2 Main results of included studies (Continued)
Relevant
Exposures

- Predicted
vitamin D score
(ng/mL)

Dietary heme iron - Heme iron
intake and risk of
intake (g/day)
CRC with
mutations in APC
and KRAS and p53
overexpression

Association
between vitamin
D and CRC risk.

Acrylamide and
- Acrylamide
CRC risk
intake (g/day).
characterized by
mutations in KRAS
and APC.

Main Focus

- Positive association
with acrylamide
intake among men
(HR [4th quartile vs.
1st] = 2.12; 95% CI,
1.16–3.87; p = .01).

Main Findings and
Effects

Positive association
with heme iron intake
(HR = 1.71; 95% CI,
1.15–2.57; P = .03)

- Group I: KRAS+ Negative association
between higher
- Group II:
predicted vitamin D
KRAS−.
score and KRAS
mutation (HR = 0.70;
95% CI, 0.50–0.98).

- Group I:
KRAS+
- Group II:
KRAS−

Comparison
Groups

Age, sex, BMI, family
- Group I: wildhistory of CRC,
type KRAS
smoking,
- Group II:
nonoccupational
activating
physical activity, total
mutant KRAS
energy intake, alcohol
consumption, total
vegetable consumption

Age, sex, family, history
of endoscopy, aspirin
use, smoking, intake of
total fruits and
vegetables, total
calories.

Age, smoking, BMI,
family history of CRC,
total energy intake.

regular use of NSAIDs,
fruit intake, and
wholegrain intake.

Confounder Factors
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Study Design

Retrospective
cohort study

Cohort study
from the Iowa
Women’s Health
Study.

Case study

Case series.

Author, Year,
and Reference

Kamal et al.,
2012 [28]

Razzak et al.,
2012 [29]

Ottini et al.,
2011 [30]

Naguib et al.,
2010 [31]

Norfolk, United
Kingdom.

Italy

Iowa, USA.

Egypt. Kasr El Aini
Hospital, Cairo
University.

Country and
Setting

Relevant
Exposures

Confounder Factors

not mentioned

Age,, BMI, waist-to-hip
ratio, smoking status,
exogenous estrogen
use, physical activity
level, and daily intake
of total energy, total
fat, sucrose, red meat,
calcium, methionine,
vitamin E, alcohol.

- Alcohol (g/day) Not mentioned
- Meat (g/day),
including red
meat, red
processed meat,
white meat,
white fish, fatty
fish
- Fruit and
vegetables
- Fat, total fat,
PUFA, MUFA,
SFA
-Vitamins B2, B3,
B6, B9, B12, C,
and D
- Fiber and
macronutrients:

Explanation of
Carbon (δ-13C)
the death of King and nitrogen
Ferrante I
(δ-15N) isotope
analysis.

Caucasian

Associations
between BRAF
and KRAS
mutations and
clinicopathologic,
lifestyle, and
dietary factors in
CRC.

Associations
between dietary
folate, vitamin B6,
vitamin B12, and
methionine with
different
pathways in CRC.
- Folate (μg/day)
- Vitamin B6 (mg/
day)
- Vitamin B12
(μg/day)
- Methionine (g/
day).

Associations
- Meat, green
not mentioned
between KRAS
leafy vegetables,
mutation and
tea, and coffee
potential variables at < 3 times/
known or
week versus
suspected to be
more than 3
related to the risk
times/week.
of CRC.
- Red blood cell
folic acid (ng/
mL).

Main Focus

Caucasian
women.

Unspecified

Ethnicity

−25,639 from Unspecified
The EPIC
Norfolk cohort
(1993–1997).
- 202 CRC
cases were
tested for
Kras
mutations.

1 individual
(King Ferrante
I of Aragon).

- n = 41,836
- 514 incident
CRC cases
were
available for
the
molecular
marker
assays.

80 CRC
patients (56
males and 24
females).

analysis.

Sample size

Table 2 Main results of included studies (Continued)

- KRAS mutation was
associated with
increased white meat
consumption
(P < .001; ANOVA)
- KRAS (G to A)
associations were
found in individuals
with significantly
lower consumption of
fruits or vegetables
(P = .02).

Possible abundance of
dietary carcinogens,
related to meat
consumption, could
explain KRAS mutation
causing the colorectal
tumor that killed
Ferrante I more than 5
centuries ago.

–

- Group I:
Patients with
KRAS+
- Group II:
Patients with
KRAS−

None of the dietary
exposures were
associated with KRASdefined CRC subtypes.

Potential link between
folic acid and KRAS
mutation, suggesting
that folic acid may be a
risk factor for KRAS
mutation development
- OR for folic acid was
0.983 for each 1 ng/
mL higher folate.

Main Findings and
Effects

- Group I:
KRAS+
- Group II:
KRAS−

- Group I:
KRAS+
- Group II:
KRAS−

Comparison
Groups
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Two prospective USA:
- 88,691
cohort studies:
- NHS: 11 US States. women and
NHS and HPFS.
- HPFS: 50 US
47,371 men.
states.
- 669 incident
cases of CRC
were
available for
the
molecular
analysis.

Cohort study:
Netherlands
Cohort Study on
diet and cancer
(NLCS).

Weijenberg
et al., 2007 [34]

Netherlands (204
municipalities with
computerized
population
registries).

Ethnicity

- 531 incident
cases of CRC
were
available for
the
molecular

Unspecified

Unspecified

- 951 cases
82% white,
- 1205 controls non-Hispanic,
4.1% African
American, 7.6%
Hispanic, 4.6%
Asian, 0.7%
American Indian, and 1%
multiple races/
ethnicity.

Schernhammer
et al., 2008 [33]

Northern California
and Utah, USA.

Case control
study of
participants in
Kaiser
Permanente
Medical Care
Program study

Sample size

Slattery et al.,
2010 [32]

Country and
Setting

Study Design

Author, Year,
and Reference

Table 2 Main results of included studies (Continued)

total energy
(MJ/day),
carbohydrates
(g/day), protein
(g/day),
nonstarch
polysaccharide
(g/day), calcium
(mg/day).

Relevant
Exposures

Baseline fat intake - Fat variables (g/
versus risk of
day), including
colon and rectal
total fat, SFA,
tumors with
MUFA, PUFA,
some gene
linolenic acid,
alterations.
linoleic acid.

Association
- Folate (μg/day).
between dietary
folate intake,
vitamin B, and
incidence of KRAS
mutation in colon
cancers.

Diet, physical
- Foods and
activity, and body
dietary patterns
size associations
involving dairy
with rectal tumor
high fat, low fat,
mutations and
fruit, vegetables,
epigenetic
red meat, fish,
changes.
whole grains,
refined grains,
Western diet,
prudent diet.
- Nutrients:
calories, PUFA,
MUFA, SFA,
trans fats,
omega-3 fats,
animal protein,
vegetable protein, carbohydrates, dietary
fiber.

Main Focus

Comparison
Groups

Main Findings and
Effects

Age, sex, BMI, family
history of CRC, daily
energy intake, daily
linoleic acid intake,
daily calcium intake,
smoking.

Low folate and vitamin
B6 intakes were
associated an increased
risk of colon cancer,
but these effects did
not differ significantly
by KRAS mutational
status.

- Group I: colon - No association with
cancer with
total, saturated,
no gene
MUFA, and PUFA
aberrations
- Linoleic acid showed
- Group II:
a positive association
colon cancer
with KRAS mutation

Age, sex, energy intake, - Group I: KRAS−
cancer cases
screening
- Group II:
sigmoidoscopy, family
KRAS+ cancer
history, aspirin use,
cases
smoking, physical
activity, BMI in 5
categories, colon
polyps, beef intake,
calcium intake,
multivitamin use,
alcohol use, and intake
of vitamin B6, B12, and
methionine.

Age, sex, recent aspirin - Group I: CpG - High levels of
vegetable intake
use, long-term activity
Island
reduced risk of KRAS
level, pack-years of
methylator
mutations (OR = 0.60;
cigarette smoking, dietphenotype
95% CI, 0.40–0.89;
ary calcium, energy
CIMP+
P < .01)
intake.
- Group II: TP53
- Dietary fiber was
mutation
associated with
- Group III:
reduced risk of KRAS
KRAS2+
mutations
rectal tumor
- Group IV:
mutations
controls.
- Prudent dietary
pattern significantly
reduced the KRAS
mutation risk (OR =
0.68, 95% CI, 0.47–
0.98; P < .03).
- No significant result
for the other factors.

Confounder Factors
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Cohort study:
Netherlands
Cohort Study on
diet and cancer
(NLCS).

Brink et al.,
2005 [37]

Netherlands (204
Dutch
municipalities with
computerised
population
registries).

Netherlands
(outpatient clinics
of 10 hospitals).

Case-control
study

Wark et al.,
2006 [36]

Country and
Setting

Netherlands (204
municipalities with
computerized
population
registries).

Study Design

Bongaerts et al., Prospective
2006 [35]
Cohort study:
Netherlands
Cohort Study on
diet and cancer
(NLCS).

Author, Year,
and Reference

Ethnicity

Unspecified

Unspecified

- 658 cases
- 709 controls

− 2948
subcohort
members.
− 608 incident
colon and
rectal cancer
cases were
available for
the molecular
analysis.

- The cohort
Unspecified
included 58,
279 men and
62,573
women.
- 578 incident
cases of CRC
were
available for
the
molecular
analysis.

analysis.

Sample size

Table 2 Main results of included studies (Continued)

- Alcohol
consumption:
total alcohol (g/
day), beer
(glasses/week),
wine (glasses/
week), liquor
(glasses/week).

Relevant
Exposures

Age, family history of
CRC, BMI, calcium
intake, linoleic intake,
smoking, total alcohol
consumption.

Confounder Factors

Association
between meat
and KRAS
mutations in
sporadic colon
and rectal cancer.

Meat (g/day):
total fresh meat,
beef, pork,
minced meat,
liver, chicken,
other meat, meat
product, fish.

Age, sex, Quetelet
Index, smoking, energy
intake, family history of
CRC.

Associations
- Foods (g/day):
Sex, age, total energy.
between diet,
dairy products,
lifestyle, and KRAS red meat, tea
mutations.
- Macronutrients
(g/day): total
dietary fat,
PUFA, MUFA,
protein
- Micronutrients
(mg/day):
calcium, vitamin
B2.

Associations
between
consumption of
alcohol and
alcoholic
beverages and
risk of CRC
without and with
specific KRAS
gene mutations.

Main Focus
(RR = 1.41; 95% CI,
1.18–1.69).

Main Findings and
Effects

No significant results:
- Red meat OR = 1.70
(95% CI, 0.94–3.09),
potential risk, not
statistically significant
result
- Total dietary fat OR =
0.55 (95% CI, 0.28–
1.06)
- PUFA OR = 0.58 (95%
CI, 0.31–1.10)
- No differences versus
risk of KRAS
adenomas could be
detected for other
factors.
- Group I:
- For meat products,
patients with
positive association
KRAS
shown (RR for highest
mutation
vs lowest quartile of
- Group II:
intake = 2.37; 95% CI,
patients with
0.75–7.51; P = 0.07)
G > C or G > T - No clear associations
activating
were observed for
KRAS
total fresh meat,
mutation
different types of
- Group III:
fresh meat, meat
patients with
products, and fish.
G>A

- Group I:
patients with
KRAS+
- Group II:
patients with
KRAS−
- Group III:
controls.

- Group I: colon - No association
between alcohol and
cancer, KRAS+
- Group II:
KRAS mutations
colon cancer, - Positive association
−
KRAS
with beer drinking
- Group III:
(RR: 3.48; 95% CI, 1.1–
rectal cancer,
11.0).
+
KRAS
- Group IV:
rectal cancer,
KRAS- Men and
women
analyzed
separately.

with
activating
KRAS gene
mutations.

Comparison
Groups

El Asri et al. BMC Cancer
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Barcelona,
Catalonia, Spain.

Catalonia, Spain.

Cohort study:
Netherlands
Cohort Study on
diet and cancer
(NLCS).

Case control
study

Brink et al.,
2004 [39]

Howsam et al.,
2004 [40]

Laso et al., 2004 Case-control
[41]
study

Netherlands (204
municipalities with
computerized
population
registries).

Netherlands (204
municipalities with
computerized
population
registries).

Cohort study:
Netherlands
Cohort Study on
diet and cancer
(NLCS).

Brink et al.,
2005 [38]

Country and
Setting

Study Design

Author, Year,
and Reference

Unspecified

Unspecified

Ethnicity

Unspecified

Relevant
Exposures

Confounder Factors

Association
between specific
micronutrient
intake and CRC

Association
between risk of
CRC and
exposure to
organochlorine
compounds.

Associations
between dietary
intake of various
fats and specific
KRAS mutations in
CRC.

- Fiber (g/day)
- Folate (μg/day)
- Vitamins A (μg/
day), B1 (mg/

Different types of
organochlorines:
- p,p’-DDE (low,
medium, high)
- α-HCH (low,
medium, high)
- PCB-28 (low,
medium, high)
- PCB-118 (low,
medium, high).

Fat variables (g/
day):
- Total fat
- SFA
- MUFA
- PUFA
- Linolenic acid
- Linoleic acid.

Not mentioned

Age, sex, BMI, energy
intake.

Age, sex, Quetelet
Index, smoking, energy
intake, family history of
CRC.

Association
- Folate (μg /day). Age, sex, BMI, smoking,
between dietary
alcohol, fresh meat,
folate and specific
energy intake, family
KRAS mutations in
history of CRC, vitamin
CRC.
C, iron, fiber.

Main Focus

Main Findings and
Effects

- Group I:
control
- Group II:
patients with

- Low intake of vitamin
E (OR = 2.3; 95%CI,
1.2–4.6)
- Low intake of vitamin

- Group I: KRAS− - Exposure to mono- Group II:
ortho PCB-28 and
KRAS+
PCB-118 increased risk
of tumor KRAS+
- PCB-28 OR = 2.83
(95% CI, 1.13–7.06).
- PCB-118 OR = 1.64
(95% CI, 0.67–4.01).

- Group I: colon - No association with
intake of total fats,
cancer, KRAS+
- Group II:
SFA, and MUFA
colon cancer, - Positive association
KRAS−
with high intake of
- Group III:
PUFA and linoleic
rectal cancer,
acid (RRs for 1 SD of
KRAS+
increase of PUFA and
- Group IV:
linoleic acid = 1.21;
rectal cancer,
95% CI, 1.05–1.41; and
−
KRAS .
1.22; 95% CI, 1.05–
1.42).

- Group I: colon - For women: folate
cancer, KRAS + intake was associated
- Group II:
with an increased risk
colon cancer,
of KRAS mutation G >
KRAS−
T and G > C (RR =
- Group III:
2.69; 95% CI, 1.43–
rectal cancer,
5.09) but inversely
KRAS+
associated with G > A
- Group IV:
(RR = 0.08; 95% CI,
rectal cancer,
0.01–0.53)
−
KRAS .
- For men: folate intake
was associated with
decreased risk of KRAS
mutation (RR = 0.40;
95% CI, 0.17–0.89).

activating
KRAS
mutation
- Group IV:
patients with
KRAS−.

Comparison
Groups

(2020) 20:696

- 246 cases
- 296 controls

Subsample of Unspecified
cases (n = 132)
and hospital
controls (n =
76) selected
from a larger
case-control
study.

- 2948
Subcohort
members.
- 608 incident
CRC cases
were
available for
the
molecular
analysis.

- 3048
Subcohort
members
(1475 men
and 1573
women).
- 608 incident
CRC cases
were
available for
the
molecular
analysis.

Sample size

Table 2 Main results of included studies (Continued)
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Study Design

Case-control
study

Case-control
study

Case-control
study

Author, Year,
and Reference

Slattery et al.,
2002 [42]

Slattery et al.,
2001 [43]

Slattery et al.,
2000 [44]

Sample size

Ethnicity

White
African
American
Hispanic

USA:
- 1836 cases
AfricanNorthern California, - 1958 controls American,
Utah, Minnesota.
white,
Hispanic.

USA:
- 1428 cases
Northern California, - 2410 control
Utah, Minnesota.

USA:
- 1836 cases
white,
Northern California, - 1958 controls AfricanUtah, Minnesota.
American
Hispanic

Country and
Setting

Table 2 Main results of included studies (Continued)

Associations
between dietary
intake and KRAS
mutations in
colon tumors.

Association
between lifestyle
factors and KRAS
mutations in
colon cancer
tumors.

- Dietary fat (g/
1000 kcal): fat,
SFA, MUFA,
PUFA,
cholesterol
- Insulin-related
factors:
Carbohydrate (g/
1000 kcal),
Refined grains

- caffeine (low,
intermediate,
and high)
- Western diet
and prudent
diet patterns
(low,
intermediate,
and high).

-Cruciferous
vegetables (high,
intermediate,
low)
-Red meat
frequency/day (<
0.86, 0.86–3.5, >
3.5)

day), D (μg/day),
E (mg/day)
- Potassium (mg/
day)
- Calcium (mg/
day)
- Iron (g/day)

and KRAS
mutation

Association
between GSTM-1
and NAT2 and
colon tumors

Relevant
Exposures

Main Focus

- Group I:
patients with
KRAS+
- Group II:
patients with
KRAS−
- Group III:
controls.

- Group I: KRAS
only
- Group II:
KRAS + MSI
(microsatellite
instability)
- Group III:
KRAS + p53 +
MSI

CRC
- Group III:
patients with
KRAS
mutation

Comparison
Groups

Age, sex, energy intake, - Group I:
BMI, physical activity,
patients with
dietary calcium, fiber.
KRAS+
- Group II:
patients with
KRAS−
- Group III:
controls.

Age.

Age, sex.

Confounder Factors

Low levels of
vegetables OR = 0.6
(95% CI, 0.4–0.9;
P = .01).

- For Western diet
pattern, low OR = 1.0,
intermediate OR = 1.2
(95% CI, 0.95–1.6), and
high OR = 1.5 (95% CI,
1.2–1.9)
- Prudent diet pattern
showed no clear
association.

No significant result:
- Red meat OR = 0.7
(95% CI, 0.5–1.1)
- Cruciferous vegetable
OR = 0.7 (95% CI 0.5–
1.2)

D OR = 2 (95% CI,
1.1–4.2)
- Low intake of vitamin
B1 OR = 2.5 (95% CI,
1.2–5.1)
- Low intake of vitamin
A OR = 2.5 (95% CI,
1.2–5.1)
- Low intake of folate
OR = 2 (95% CI, 1.1–
3.9)
- Low intake of fiber
OR = 2.7 (95% CI, 1.4–
5.1)
- Low intake of calcium
OR = 2.3 (95% CI, 1.1–
4.6)
- Low intake of vitamin
A OR = 2.5 (95% CI,
1.2–5.1).

Main Findings and
Effects

El Asri et al. BMC Cancer
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Study Design

Case control
study

Case series

Case series

Case control
study

Author, Year,
and Reference

Kampman
et al., 2000 [45]

O’Brien et al.,
2000 [46]

Martinez et al.,
1999 [47]

Bautista et al.,
1997 [48]

Caucasian

Ethnicity

- 286 cases
and 295
controls.
- 106 CRC
cases were

678
participants

Unspecified

96% were
white.

51 participants Unspecified
(26 males and
26 females).

- 204 cases
- 259 controls

Sample size
(servings/day)
- DNA
methylation
factors: folate
(mg/1000 kcal),
vitamin B6 (mg/
1000 kcal),
methionine (g/
1000 kcal),
alcohol (g/day)
- Carcinogen
detoxification:
cruciferous
vegetables.

Relevant
Exposures

Confounder Factors

Possible
associations
between dietary
factors and KRAS
mutation in CRC

Associations
between variables
known or
suspected to be
related to risk of
CRC and
occurrence of
KRAS mutations in
colorectal
adenomas.

- Animal protein OR =
1.5 (95% CI, 1–2.1) for
codon 12 but OR =
0.4 (95% CI, 0.2–1) for
codon 13
- Calcium OR = 1.2
(95% CI, 0.9–1.6) for
codon 12 but OR =
0.6 (95% CI, 0.3–1.2)
for codon 13.

Main Findings and
Effects

- Group I: KRAS+ No correlation
- Group II:
between KRAS
KRAS−
mutations and red
meat consumption

- Group I:
patients with
KRAS+
- Group II:
patients with
KRAS−
- Group III:
controls.

Comparison
Groups

- Total fats, PUFA, Age, physical activity,
MUFA, SFA
number of meals, total
- calcium
caloric intake; fats were
also adjusted for
calcium, and calcium

- Group I:
KRAS+
- Group II:
KRAS- Group III:

-High calcium intake
was associated with a
decreased risk of KRASmutated tumors (OR =
0.36; 95% CI, 0.14–0.97)

-Total fat, SFA,
Age, sex, energy intake. - Group I: KRAS+ - Only intake of total
- Group II:
folate was associated
dietary fiber, red
KRAS−
with KRAS mutation;
meat, alcohol (g/
compared with
day)
individuals in the
- Dietary calcium,
lower tertile, those in
total calcium,
the upper tertile had
dietary folate,
50% lower risk of
total folate (mg/
having KRAS mutation
day).
(OR = 0.52; 95% CI,
0.30–0.88; P = 0.02).

Associations
Red meat (g/day)
between KRAS
mutations and
meat
consumption in
patients with leftsided CRC

Associations
- Foods: total red Age, sex, total energy
between animal
meat, beef,
intake
product and KRAS processed meat,
codon 12 and 13
poultry, fish,
mutations in
dairy products
colon carcinomas. - Nutrients: total
fat, SFA,
cholesterol, total
protein, animal
protein, calcium.

Main Focus

(2020) 20:696

Spain, Island of
Majorca.

USA: Phoenix
metropolitan area,
Arizona.

Norwich, United
Kingdom.

Netherlands

Country and
Setting

Table 2 Main results of included studies (Continued)
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Study Design

Country and
Setting
available for
the
molecular
analysis.

Sample size

Ethnicity
tumors

Main Focus

Relevant
Exposures
was adjusted for MUFA

Confounder Factors
controls

Comparison
Groups
- No association
between KRAS+ and
other nutrients

Main Findings and
Effects

Abbreviations: ANOVA analysis of variance, APC adenomatous polyposis coli gene, BMI body mass index, CI confidence interval, CRC colorectal cancer, GST glutathione S-transferase, GSTM-1 Glutathione S-transferases
mu form, HPFS Health Professionals Follow-Up Study, HR hazard ratio, MUFA monounsaturated fatty acids, MSI microsatellite instability, NAT N-acetyltransferase, NAT2 N-acetyltransferase 2, NHS Nurses’ Health Studies,
NLCS Netherlands Cohort Study on diet and cancer, OR odds ratio, PUFA polyunsaturated fatty acids, RR risk ratio, SFA saturated fatty acids, USA United States of America

Author, Year,
and Reference

Table 2 Main results of included studies (Continued)
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Coffee and tea

Red meat

The caffeine and theophylline found in coffee and tea respectively, have been shown to have no influence on the
risk of colon cancer [50]. Studies on coffee and tea and
their relation to KRAS mutations are scarce. We identified only two studies on tea [28, 36] and two studies on
coffee or caffeine [28, 43], which reported no association
between tea or coffee consumption and KRAS activating
mutations.

Identified studies had inconsistent findings regarding red
meat in relation to KRAS mutations. Slattery et al. found
in a case control study no significant association between fresh meat products and colon or rectal cancer,
neither overall nor regard to KRAS mutation status [32,
42]. Red meat was also not associated with KRAS mutations in a case control study from kampman et al. [45]
and case series studies from O’Brien et al. [46], and Martinez et al. [47]. However, Carr et al. reported in a casecontrol study with colon cancer patients, the existence
of positive associations between higher red meat intake
and KRAS+ mutations [24].

Dairy products

Studies on associations between KRAS mutations and
dairy products were inconsistent. Slattery et al. and
Wark et al. found no association between dairy products
and KRAS mutation [32, 36], whereas, Kampman et al.
observed that diets low in dairy products were more
likely to be associated with tumors harboring KRAS+
mutations in codon 12 [45].
Fiber

We identified two case control studies which found that
the high consumption of fiber was associated with reduced risk of CRC with KRAS mutation [32, 41].
However, a null association was reported in three
studies (one was a cohort study, and two were a case
series studies) [21, 31, 47].
Fruits and vegetables

In a case control study that described associations between vegetables and KRAS mutations, high-level intake
of vegetables was significantly associated with reduced
risk of KRAS mutations [32]. Two other studies included
in the present systematic review showed that distribution
of specific KRAS mutations may vary according to consumption of fruits and vegetables. In Kamal et al., patients who developed an adenoma harboring a KRAS
codon 13 mutation consumed less fruits and vegetables
and patients with KRAS codon 12 transversion mutations consumed more fruits and green leafy vegetables
than patients with KRAS codon 12 transition mutations
[28]. In Naguib et al., individuals harboring KRAS-mutated cancers with G-to-A transitions consumed less
fruits and vegetables [31].
In another case-control study, low-intake levels of cruciferous vegetables were associated with reduced risk of
having KRAS mutations [44]. However, Slattery’s study,
showed no significant association between KRAS status
and cruciferous vegetables intake [42].
Meat (red meat, white meat, and fish)
Fish

None of the four identified studies which included fish
showed an association between fish consumption and
KRAS mutation status [31, 32, 37, 45].

White meat

Naguib et al., found an association between mutations in
KRAS+ and white meat consumption [31], while Kampman et al. observed substantial differences according to
the affected KRAS codon. They found that poultry consumption (per 17 g) was inversely associated with KRAS
codon 13 mutation and positively association with KRAS
codon 12 mutation [45].
Organochlorine compounds

Diet is an important source of exposure to many synthetic organic chemicals used in industry and agriculture, including industrial organochlorine compounds,
which have been classified as “probably” or “possibly”
carcinogenic to humans [49]. In a case-control study
conducted in Spain, researchers found that a higher
serum concentration of organochlorine compounds was
associated with an elevated risk of colorectal cancer with
KRAS− but not with KRAS+ [40].
Associations between nutrients and KRAS mutational
status
Animal protein

High levels of animal protein have been shown to be associated with increased risk of rectal tumors [32]. A possible association with KRAS codon 12 mutation was
highlighted in a case report study that reported the autopsy of an Italian King [30]. An association was also detected in a case-control study in which high intake of
animal protein (per 17 g) was positively associated with
colon tumors harboring codon 12 mutations [45].
Calcium

Epidemiological studies have provided mixed results regarding calcium intake and KRAS mutations. In fact,
some researchers have reported a protective role of calcium intake, which was associated with decreased odds
of having KRAS+ tumors [41, 48]. Other studies did not
find an association between dietary calcium that was
specific to tumors with KRAS mutations [22, 31, 36, 47].
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In Kampman et al., colon tumors with codon 12 and 13
KRAS mutations were differently associated with intake
of calcium, with positive association between calcium
and mutations in codon 12) and inverse associations between calcium intake and codon 13 [45].
Heme iron

Heme iron is an element found exclusively in animal
products and especially in red meat. Gilsing et al.
showed that heme iron intake was associated with an increased risk of CRC harboring activating G > A transitions in KRAS mutations [27]. Laso et al., however,
provided contradictory results: patients with KRAS mutations in codon 12 consumed significantly less iron than
controls. Furthermore, a multivariate analysis for heme
iron intake, adjusted by age and energy, and compared
with controls and versus each molecular subtype of CRC
showed no significant OR [41].
Fat

Fat has received much research attention for its potential
impact in CRC; nonetheless, the link between fat intake
and the KRAS mutational status in CRC is largely inconsistent. We identified a number of studies, and many did
not observe an association between a high intake of total
fat and risk of CRC or KRAS mutation status [31, 32, 44,
45, 47, 48]. Other identified studies revealed that high
intake of polyunsaturated fatty acid, specifically linoleic
acid, was associated with increased risk of KRAS+ [34,
36, 39]. Slattery et al. observed saturated and monounsaturated fats, but not polyunsaturated fat, to be associated with increased risk of colon tumors, with specific
KRAS mutations at codon 12 [44]. High intake of monounsaturated fats, mostly derived from olive oil in the
Spanish diet, was found to be significantly associated
with decreased risk of cancer with KRAS− genotype [34].
Vitamin a

In the present systematic review, one study showed an
association between vitamin A and KRAS mutations in
codon 12. Patients with these mutations consumed significantly less vitamin A than controls [41].
Vitamin B (B1, B2, B6, B9, B12)

Low intake of vitamin B1 was associated with KRAS mutations in codon 12 but not in codon 13 in Laso et al.,
study [41]. Vitamin B2 was differently associated with
risk of KRAS+ and KRAS−adenomas [36]. Intake of vitamin B2 was somewhat positively, but not significantly,
associated with KRAS+ adenomas. However, Naguib’s
study did not detect any association [31].
In the prospective, population-based Iowa Women’s
Health Study, which included 41,836 older women, no
association was observed between vitamin B6 intake and
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KRAS mutations [29]. Similarly, two another studies reported the same result [31, 44].
Findings on dietary folate or red blood cell (RBC) folate in relation to KRAS mutations in colorectal tumors
were inconsistent in the studies included in the present
systematic review. In some studies, KRAS mutations
were not significantly associated with lack of folate [29,
31, 33, 44]. In other studies, a higher risk of KRAS mutations was associated with a lower intake of total folate or
RBC folate [28, 41, 47]. In the study from Brink et al.,
differences in associations between colon and rectal cancer were observed. Dietary folate intake was not significantly associated with KRAS mutation status in colon
cancer, but it was associated with KRAS-mutated tumors
in rectal cancer, and the effects of folate on rectal cancer
risk showed differences in men versus women [37].
Results regarding vitamin B12 were also conflicting. In
the prospective, population-based Iowa Women’s Health
study [29]. And in Naguib’s study researchers did not
observe an association between vitamin B12 intake and
overall risk of CRC or KRAS mutation status among
older women [31]. In a study that included database information from two independent prospective cohort
studies (88,691 women and 47,371 men), high vitamin
B12 intake was inversely associated with colon cancer,
regardless of KRAS status [33]. Conversely, low levels of
vitamin B12 intake were associated with reduced risk or
KRAS mutations in a multicenter, case-control study of
colon cancer [44].
Vitamin C

Only one study was conducted to look for a possible association between Vitamin C intake and tumors with
KRAS mutations, but the results found do not underline
any association [31].
Vitamin D

Despite accumulating evidence for the preventive effect
of vitamin D on colorectal carcinogenesis, its precise
mechanisms remain unclear [26]. Jung et al. found that a
higher predicted vitamin D score was significantly associated with lower risk of colorectal cancer, but no direct
relationship with the KRAS gene was identified [26].
Naguib et al. reached the same result [31]. However,
Laso et al. observed that KRAS mutations in codon 12
were significantly associated with lack of vitamin D, suggesting the protective role of this vitamin [41].
Vitamin E

A lower intake of vitamin E was associated with increased risk of CRC. Nonetheless, no association with
KRAS mutations status was observed [41].
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Discussion
Acrylamide foods: Epidemiologic data on the effects of
dietary acrylamide remain scant, with no direct evidence
that dietary intake of acrylamide is associated with risk
of CRC [51–53]. However, experimental studies on rodents concluded that acrylamide is carcinogenic and led
to several tumors. In vivo, acrylamide is oxidized to the
epoxide glycidamide that forms adducts with DNA bases
and causes mutations [54]. In addition, acrylamide and
glycidamide exposure have been shown to influence hormone levels in human colorectal cells by increasing the
expression of genes involved in the generation of sex
hormones and by affecting the ability of tumors to escape apoptosis-based surveillance mechanisms [55].
These experimental studies are concordant with Hogervorst results only in men [25].
The fact that KRAS mutations in women are not affected by exposure to acrylamide remains a mystery to
be elucidated by experiments that take into account
tumor and environmental heterogeneity, especially hormonal differences between the two sexes.
Alcoholic beverages: In a pooled analysis of eight prospective cohort studies, CRC risk was increased when
daily alcohol consumption levels exceed 30.0 g [56]. This
suggests that a dose-response relationship exists between
alcohol consumption and CRC, with higher levels of
daily alcohol intake perhaps resulting in genetic mutations [57]. In fact, mechanisms linked to colorectal
tumorigenesis, such as cellular damage associated with
ethanol and its metabolites, specifically acetaldehyde
which can break and damage DNA leading to permanent
mutations in DNA sequences; and induce reactive oxygen species formation through cytochrome pathway,
have been observed in heavy or chronic alcohol consumers [58–62]. This means that studies in heavy consumers can clarify the association between alcoholic
beverages and KRAS mutations in CRC. For moderate
alcohol consumption levels, as in the studies analyzed in
this systematic review, there is a certain risk of developing colorectal tumors but possibly through mechanisms
other than those causative of KRAS mutations.
Dairy products: In a systematic review summarizing
studies conducted in Middle Eastern and North African
countries, some included studies reporting that dairy
products were a protective factor for CRC and others
considering them as a risk factor [63]. The conflicting
epidemiological evidence related to dairy products might
be explained by the potential dual nature of these foods.
In fact, dairy products naturally contain calcium which
may play a role in preventing carcinogenesis [64]. In fact,
calcium is considered as a potential chemopreventive
agent which reduce colon cancer by binding to some
substances (acids bile and free fatty acids) whose effect
is toxic on colonic epithelial cells; and by inducing the
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cell differentiation when it enters the interior of these
cells [65]. On the other hand, dairy products may also
contain fats, hormones and growth factors, which can
promote tumor growth [65, 66], and may explain the results inconsistency found in this systematic review.
Fiber: A review of all published meta-analyses was performed on the association between dietary fiber and
colorectal cancer conclude that the high consumption of
fiber may benefit from a reduction in the incidence of
developing colorectal cancer [67]. High-fiber content has
many roles, including diluting and binding potential carcinogens as well as reducing transit time [68, 69]. Therefore, it was not surprising to find that dietary fiber was
significantly associated with reduced risk of rectal tumors overall as well as with reduced risk of KRAS tumor
mutations [32, 41].
Fruits and vegetables: Fruits and vegetables contain
many nutrients and phytochemicals that have antioxidant, antimutagenic, and anticarcinogenic properties [70,
71]. The relation between fruit and vegetable consumption and the low risk of KRAS mutational status may be
due to their richness in fiber and some bioactive compounds such as flavonols, which are capable of inhibiting
nitroso compound formation [72]. Nitroso compounds
are capable of inducing guanine base alkylation, which, if
not repaired, can lead to G to A base transitions [73].
Fish: although it has been long believed that n-3 fatty
acids (more popularly known as omega-3 fatty acids),
which are present in high levels in fish, are capable of
preventing carcinogenesis via multiple pathways [74, 75],
increasing studies have shown conflicting findings between omega-3 fatty acids and cancer prevention. In
fact, a reanalysis of past research has suggested that
there may not be any reduction of cancer risk after all
[76], or the association between fish and CRC is very
weak and differs according to gender and countries with
no non-linear dose-response association [77]. Genetic
Studies in this review confirm previous findings, showing
no mutagenic or protective effect of fish.
Red meat: studies have shown that red meat is strongly
associated with increasing CRC risk by approximately
20% with increasing intake of dairy up to ~ 150 g/d [78,
79]. Barbequed red meat or meat prepared at high temperatures may be important sources of mutagenic and
carcinogenic compounds, such as heterocyclic amines
[80], and tumor promoters [81]. Red meat consumption
may increase colon cancer risk by inducing the endogenous production of N-nitroso compounds and their precursors, which may induce KRAS mutations [82, 83].
In the prospective cohort study from Brink et al., the
absence of an association between fresh meat and risk of
colon or rectal cancer with KRAS mutations could be
due to the expected low content of carcinogens in the
fresh meat preparations consumed by the participants
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and also to the lack of correlations between meat preparation and the amount of fresh meat consumed [37].
White meat: epidemiological studies generally show
that there is no association between white meat consumption and CRC risk [84]. Kampman et al. suggest
that colon tumors with codon 12 and 13 KRAS mutations are related differently to consumption of poultry
[45]. In vitro mechanistic investigations are needed to
elucidate these contradictory findings.
Organochlorine compounds: only one study treated
this topic with a small sample [40]. There results remain
hypothesis generating and further studies are needed to
address the questions about the association between
KRAS mutations and organochlorine compounds.
Animal protein: In animal and in vitro studies, a high
protein diet could lead to DNA damage of colonocytes
and decrease colonic mucosal thickness [85], but epidemiological data remain controversial. Two studies in
this review agree on a possible positive association between animal protein and KRAS+ mutation [32, 45].
However, a meta-analysis comprising 8187 cases, concluded that there was no relationship between animal or
vegetable protein and CRC risk [85].
Calcium: the variations in reports of calcium intake
being linked to CRC may be partly due to alterations in
bile acids, which are carcinogenic in animal models. In
fact, studies in animals have indicated a protective effect
of dietary calcium, which binds bile acids in the bowel
lumen, inhibiting their proliferative and the carcinogenic
effects [86, 87], and reduces the number of mutations in
the KRAS gene of the rat [88]. Also, a recent metaanalysis including 14 cohort studies and 15 case-control
studies, suggests that higher intakes of dietary Calcium
may help to reduce the risk of CRC slightly [89].
Heme iron: in a meta-analysis of five prospective studies, the relative risk of colon cancer was 1.18 (95% CI,
1.06–1.32) for patients who had the highest category of
heme iron intake compared with those in the lowest category [90]. Heme iron and its metabolic products may
increase the overall mutation rate and promote specific
point mutations in the DNA of colonic tissue. For example, heme was shown to catalyze the endogenous formation of N-nitroso compounds [91, 92]. Such
metabolites have been shown to induce G > A transitions
in a variety of genes, including KRAS, in both rodent
and in vitro studies [93].
Fat: The association between total dietary fat, including fat constituents such as saturated fat, monounsaturated fat, polyunsaturated fat, and cholesterol, and CRC
risk has been evaluated in numerous epidemiologic studies. Results have generally been mixed [94]. In our review, we note the same finding regarding KRAS
mutations: whereas some studies have reported positive
associations, several studies have observed null or
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inverse associations. However, some recent studies
underline the fat carcinogenic potential [95]. The main
hypothesis supporting a possible effect of fat on CRC
risk is based on the intraluminal effect of the fat digestion products. In fact, fat may promote colon cellular
damage by increasing bile acid and fatty acid excretion
in the colonic lumen [96].
Vitamins: B vitamins are essential for DNA methylation and nucleotide biosynthesis. Adequate dietary intake of these vitamins has previously been related to a
lower colon cancer risk [97]. Folic acid, a water-soluble
B-complex vitamin (B9) is the most studied and the
most controversial. In fact, the relationship between folate intake or blood levels and colorectal molecular parameters appears to be quite complex. The studies
included in the present systematic review showed inconsistent results that may differ depending on gender,
tumor position, folic acid concentration and type of
KRAS mutations. There is evidence for a “dual role” of
folate in carcinogenesis whereby folate may prevent early
cancers but causes harm if the lesions have formed [98].
Despite this effect, epidemiological studies have shown
that reduced folate levels may be a risk factor for KRAS
mutation development, especially because folate is an
important coenzyme for DNA methylation and synthesis. However, a meta-analysis of 27 papers showed a
relative risk estimate reduction of 0.85 (95% CI, 0.74–
0.99) when comparing low versus high folic acid supplementation [99]. The absence of consistent epidemiological evidence regarding folic acid intake or blood
levels and KRAS mutational status suggests that more
work is still needed to fully delineate the influence of
this nutrient on CRC molecular subtypes.
Vitamin D: the consistent and significant inverse association between vitamin D and risk of CRC was supported by experimental studies, which demonstrated
that vitamin D reduces proliferation, inflammation, and
angiogenesis, stimulates differentiation and apoptosis,
and enhances the immune system [100, 101]. A recent
meta-analysis including 15 studies in 14 countries has
achieved an important result: having a 25(OH) D concentration > 35 ng/ml was associated with a nearly 40%
lower risk of colorectal cancer compared with < 15 ng/
ml [102].
In summary, the present systematic review of epidemiological studies focusing in the associations between nutritional factors and KRAS mutations in CRC
found that there is no association between fish, vitamin
C, coffee and tea consumption, and KRAS mutation status in CRC. High levels of animal protein, acrylamide
foods, and low levels of vitamin A consumption have
been shown to be associated with increased risk of CRC
tumors with KRAS mutations. However, concerning alcoholic beverages, dairy products, fiber, fruits and
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vegetables, red meat, calcium, heme iron, fat and vitamin
B inconsistent and conflicting results have been found
between these nutritional factors and specific KRAS mutations in CRC.
These inconsistencies may be explained by the
strength of the evidence, which varied widely depending
on study design. Although case-control studies were
more likely to find a significant association between a
nutritional factor of interest and KRAS mutations, these
significant associations did not carry over to cohort
studies, which are considered to have a stronger and
more robust design, free of the limitations that accompany case-control studies. Inconsistent findings of epidemiological studies on KRAS mutations in CRC and
nutritional factors may have been also due to small sample sizes in several studies, measurement error, and confounding variables. In addition, some studies conclude
that codon 12 has a preferential association with codon
13, which shows that in the same gene, the susceptibility
to mutations through nutrients can vary, making the
gene-nutrition association very complex. Along with
these considerations, associations between diet and
KRAS mutational status may be hard to confirm in epidemiological studies that used questionnaires to assess
exposure. Such assessments may not be sensitive enough
to detect associations; biological assessment of specific
nutrients hypothesized to affect KRAS mutations in body
fluids or tissue samples may be more appropriate.

Conclusion
Some epidemiological studies on diet and colorectal
KRAS mutations are highly inconsistent and conflicting;
others were homogeneous especially for fish, vitamins C
and E, coffee, tea, animal protein, acrylamide foods, and
vitamin A. Further studies on epidemiological associations with a more robust prospective cohort design are
needed. In addition, there is a need for investigations on
the most effective way to implement what is already
known about healthy nutrition choices, thereby allowing
risk of CRC and other cancers related to diet to be
decreased.
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